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Horde, noun, 1. derogatory, a large group of people. 2. Anthropology: A loosely knit small social group
typically consisting of about five families. Often confused with hoard, noun: a stock or store of money
or valued objects, typically one that is secret or carefully guarded.
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An Exercise:
Take a deep breath. Consider
your emotions. Consider them again.
Press any body part to a flat surface.
Close your eyes and count to 10… While your
eyes are closed, consider debt as an object. A
life-form, almost, growing at a speed that outpaces
any other form that reproduces asexually. Cells split.
Maybe debt is something that has never touched your life
maybe it’s a “mess you’d never” find yourself in. Maybe
you feed debt monthly payments, or maybe debt sits on
your chest at night, a bureaucratic incubus, all paper
work and dark corners.2 Consider how your relationship to debt might change through something
like love, or an accident, or identity theft…
Take another deep breath. Consider
how debt connects us.

ENCOUNTER 1

I woke up in the ICU after surgery, my concerned curator boss and his lawyer-agent standing
over me. “Thank god you’re ok,” maybe one of them said (memory fails me on the specifics at
this point). The previous night, however, was still vivid in my mind and would replay in
flashbacks for months; but the details and debts of the aftermath are what is important here.
Nevertheless: It was 2015 and I was working for a curator doing a collaboration with a luxury
luggage brand during Art Basel, Miami. We had been coordinating with all the artists and brand
people for months. When we finally got to Miami, we decided to rent mopeds because the traffic
could be so bad. I had driven a Vespa once or twice before in different terrains, and felt
comfortable enough to do it there—even as we did not rent helmets, considering Miami’s lack of
helmet laws.
The Oxford English Dictionary sites Incubus as: /ˈiNGkyəbəs/ noun: 1. a male demon believed to have
sexual intercourse with sleeping women. 2. a cause of distress or anxiety, giving the example of, “debt is a
big incubus in developing countries”.
2
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The second night there, it was raining. The second night there, with the roads slick with water, I
hydroplaned into a guardrail while turning onto the highway, shattering my maxilla orbital bone
and breaking my nose in two places. There was minor trauma to the entire left half of my body
where the scooter had collided with the guardrail, mostly cuts and bruising.
My face had taken the brunt of the impact. I had a concussion and was in shock. I attempted to
upright the scooter, slipping in blood and rain. Three people drunkenly stumbled up to me. In
horror, they said they were calling an ambulance. My nervous system and body still prevented
me from realizing what was entirely wrong, but my face felt wet —too wet for how little it was
raining now—just a light drizzle that hung heavy in the humid 3 AM air.

It was like walking through a heavy, metallic smelling cloud.
Whether due to actual legal responsibility (the Vespa had been rented in the curator’s name) or
some karmic or misplaced sense of responsibility, my boss had been paying the bulk of the bills
related to the totaled vehicle and hospital expenses. Often, people describe me as “lucky.” Luck
is a slippery thing. Not only as a noun, but as an amalgam of chance and privilege. “Being at the
right place at the right time”—what circumstances even led up to this situation, with me working
for a curator during Miami Art Basel? I use the word “luck,” but that word's definition continues
to complicate itself. If we consider how often “chance” is sociologically weighted in one way or
another, a discussion of intersectionality3 creeps in (as ever).
When we got back to New York, he took me to meet with a reconstructive surgeon at NYU who
had just performed the first successful face transplant on a woman who had been mauled by a
gorilla.
Here might be a good place to mention that at this point in time, I was three months into a
conceptual art exercise in futility. I had written an open contract with myself, promising to avoid
Originally coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw, “intersectionality” is extremely nuanced, moving. In “All The
Words People Throw Around” in Stay Woke, the authors define intersectionality as “a foundational
concept, a tool of liberation: 1. A theory that highlights the heterogeneity of privileges and layers of
oppression that individuals within a group may experience. 2. A paradigm rooted in the analysis of Black
women’s experiences, that reveals that Black women are ‘doubly bound’, due to overlapping layers of
oppressions…Coined by the critical race theorist Kimberlé Crenshaw, ‘intersectionality’ helps to expose
the fact that people are situated in multiple, structurally contingent identity groups and that the advantages
and disadvantages that are related to each identify as ‘mutually constructing phenomena’…Here’s what
intersectionality is not: It’s not all the different identities you have. It’s not what makes you special!” p.
82.
3
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being photographed or filmed to the best of my ability for the next 365 days. I declined all jobs
where images of myself were required, all the while attempting to avoid everyday (self)
surveillance.
That morning of the accident while waiting for the surgeon, I had apparently broken the contract;
taking selfie after selfie. Later, back in the hotel room in Miami, I looked through the photos I
had taken prior to surgery, shocked. There were close to 70 frames of basically the same
photograph—an aerial perspective of a bust with messy hospital-green hair, wearing a matching
green hospital gown. The face has an open gash where a nose is supposed to be and there is red
blood streaming down the left half of the head and bust, obscuring an eye that has swollen shut.
The lips are parted, open in an almost unnervingly seductive manner.
I remember taking the pictures.
I remember because I didn’t understand what was happening.
I thought my phone had broken in the accident and the camera wasn’t working.
I would take a photo, turn my phone around to see what state I was in, and see nothing.
A blank screen. So I would take another photo with the front facing camera, look, see nothing,
rinse, repeat…A blank screen. Eventually, I gave up—not realizing my brain had prevented me
from seeing myself. Wetware, software, and hardware.
I wonder if the screen appeared blank due to some sort of technological mediation4—I don’t
know what would have happened if I looked in the mirror instead, like I did in the following
weeks. The nurse wouldn’t give me a mirror. I really loved that nurse.
After I left the hospital, the curator paid for an extra week at the hotel for me.

Funny how we always say “mediated by technology”—as if we are in constant conflict with reality.
Doesn’t feel too far off from living through the experience of late capitalism. Stimulation is constant,
avoiding it is a luxury. Advertising is insidious and debt is constantly accruing, white noise in the
background of late capitalism. The conflict in all of this is that technological tools for connection (i.e. the
internet, specific platforms online, perhaps cellphones in general) have conflated human connection with
consumption. The conflict here is that consumption is not the basis for connection, it only can become so
in a society where debt functions as the kinetic energy of the economy.
4
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The room cost about $200 a night. I didn’t leave Miami on my original flight because the doctors
said my healing sinuses couldn’t stand the pressure changes in the cabin of a plane. I looked in
the mirror of the hotel bathroom in Miami a lot.5
My dad, whom I had been estranged from for seven years at this point, bought a plane ticket (his
first in 7 years) to Miami where he ended up staying with me for the extra week, acting as
caregiver.
Memory is messy. Even more so with trauma. Often with trauma, stuff falls through the cracks.
Months later, creditors started calling me about a $15,000 anesthesiologist bill I had never
received. Ashamed and guilty the curator had paid for so much already, I didn’t reach out to him
for help. In February of 2016, with teeth newly numb as one result of the accident, I started to
panic.6
The creditors7 kept calling and, naive with responsibility, I answered the calls. I usually ended
these in confusion and tears. Unfortunately a familiar of debt, my mother told me to seek
financial counseling at a local YWCA. However, such a financial-literacy program didn’t exist in
New York, so I ended up seeking help at a Credit Union in the lower east side. A financial
advisor told me that once the creditors bought my debt from the hospital, it had technically been
paid.

I gave up on the “no-photos” project. Taking a note from Adrian Piper’s Food for the Spirit (1971), I
began taking images of myself in the mirror those first couple weeks. Accumulating more images.
5

This medical debt is a fraction of what most people encounter in their lives in a medical emergency—let
alone the costs of chronically ill individuals, elder care, or end of life care. One of the complexities of
what might be called the Medical Industrial Complex in the United States is that healthcare is bound up
with for-profit insurance companies, hospitals, and the pharmaceutical industry. These private interests
intervene in the relationship between doctor and patient, driving up the costs around healthcare.
6

“The collectors’ emotional disengagement is a necessity of a cruel industry. To respond to me humanely
would make the task nearly impossible. While debt cleaves to bodies, its collection requires severance
from them.” Collier, Kristin. “Debt Demands a Body.” Longreads, Longreads, 3 Dec. 2021. https://
longreads.com/2021/12/01/debt-demands-a-body/
7
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In this case, she just needed to write a “Cease & Desist” letter to the creditors. Which she did.
And they ceased and desisted. I would describe myself as “lucky”.8

Practice of Hoarding Institutional Detritus9
Why start with a head trauma at Miami, Art Basel? A head trauma that occurred when I was
working for a curator facilitating the collaboration of a luxury luggage label with seven Brazilian
artists?
In the framework of American Late Capitalism, “All art is political” or can be argued to be, yet
co-option remains.10
Are footnotes11 a form of academic hoarding, of hoarding information? Is this form of hoarding a
way out, a fire exit? Can one hoard knowledge? Is that what’s in those luxury suitcases?
Or is it money? Non-profits persist, all grins, filling a void.12

The other way we might want to think about “luck” here, in addition to resulting from intersectional
factors, could be statistically. In terms of numbers and probability, but also chaos, randomness, and
entropy. Maybe in the way John Cage considers chance.
8

The footnote can be a “counter text and counter narrative”, and is often pejoratively footnoted in
relationship to power. But “What happens when the footnotes become the text?…my work makes
physical the footnote as a locality, the idea of the exhibition space being worthy of critique itself…and
criticism itself as a classed material” where criticism and privilege are bound up in one another. Russell,
Legacy. “On Footnotes.” AICA Lecture, The New School, Nov 29, 2021 7-8:30 PM. Online. https://
veralistcenter.org/events/aica-usa-distinguished-critic-lecture-legacy-russell/
9

Fraser, Andrea. “From the Critique of Institutions to An Institution of Critique”. Artforum, September
2005.
10

11 And

what about those written about in the footnotes, those relegated to the footnotes?

In the United States, the (Arts) non-profit model fills the void where government money usually comes
in. The non-profit model is in fact based on private money. Private money is essentially bound up in
capitalism, in a structure that encourages profit-in-excess, in individual investment in what is meant to
otherwise be a public sphere. And it’s all tax-deductable. This private wealth is public funding.
12
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Institutional Critique is a new status quo & companies now look to hire at least one delinquent.
Maybe you’ve heard of zombie conceptualism? Running in place while interviewers are told to
“find someone with at least one aberration on their resume”13—better to hire artists and outsiders
to help advertise to us in our sleep.
But people remain, so difference14 remains, even as debt continues to “demand a body.”15

13

Gregory Scholette, SPCUNY, August 25, 2021, online.

“Institutionalized rejection of difference is an absolute necessity in a profit economy which needs
outsiders as surplus people. As members of such an economy, we have all been programmed to respond
to the human difference between us with fear and loathing…But we have no patterns for relating across
our human differences as equals. As a result, those differences have been misnamed and misused in the
service of separation and confusion. Certainly there are very real differences between us of race, age, and
sex. But it is not those differences between us that are separating us. It is rather our refusal to recognize
those differences and to examine the distortions which result from our misnaming them and their effects
upon human behavior and expectation.” Audre Lorde in Age, Race, Class and Sex: Women Redefining
Difference at the Copeland Colloquium, Amerst College, April 1980 Reproduced in: Sister Outsider
Crossing Press, California 1984.
14

In her Essay, “Debt Demands A Body”, Kristin Collier writes, “I slept poorly during those years,
plagued by severe stomach pains and recurrent UTIs that sometimes reached my kidneys. Once, after a
week of particularly distressing calls with debt collectors, I woke on a Saturday morning to a full
stomach, even though I hadn’t eaten. Throughout the morning, the fullness increased, as did the pain, like
barbed wire wrapping my insides. When I moved, I could hear acid swish inside me. I started puking in
the afternoon, and when I hadn’t stopped by early evening, I walked to Mount Sinai Hospital, where I
spent the night. I cried when a nurse held my hand, asking me to swallow the cool medication that would
allow her to see inside of me. I didn’t tell anyone I was sick because, at the time, I was estranged from
both my parents, and there was no one to tell.”
15
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The proximity to wealth16 and the agitation of that (by critical artists etc) reeks of a certain
irreconcilability—a space I am keen to occupy.
Patronage, class shift(s), and the NFT17 of it all—the promise of autonomy when really it is
$traight to the market. The question of agency persists.

In his talk on NPR, “Does Money Make You Mean" https://www.npr.org/transcripts/295360962 Paul
Piff explains, “What we've been finding across dozens of studies and thousands of participants across this
country is that as a person's levels of wealth increase, their feelings of compassion and empathy go down.
And their feelings of entitlement, of deserving this and their ideology of self-interest increases…I'm not
kidding. I know it sounds like I'm making a joke. We explicitly told participants this jar of candy is for
children participating in the developmental lab nearby. They're in studies. This is for them, and we just
monitored how much candy participants took. Participants who felt rich took two times as much candy as
participants who felt poor. Now I don't mean to suggest that it's only wealthy people who show these
patterns of behavior. Not at all. In fact, I think that we all, in our day-to-day, minute-by-minute lives,
struggle with these competing motivations of when or if to put our own interests above the interests of
other people. And that's understandable because the American dream is an idea in which we all have an
equal opportunity to succeed and prosper. And a piece of that means that sometimes you need to put your
own interests above the interests and well-being of other people around you.” Another study Piff cites had
participants play Monopoly, and they behaved in accordance to the imaginary wealth they got in the
game. In fact, the inventor of Monopoly was a left-wing feminist named Lizzie Maggie. She created the
boardgames in 1903 to demonstrate the perversions of capitalism. But to return to Piff, we remain
malleable….“Money is one of those factors [that shapes us], but it's not the only one.”
16

Although not directly related to my practice by any means (except perhaps temporally), I mention NFTs
(Non-Fungible Tokens) throughout this paper. Perhaps the whole conceit of NFTs, summed up, might be
that they give the artist direct access to the market, bypassing any other involvement by galleries or other
third parties—which might be considered a form of autonomy or agency in a society that socializes itself
by/through/and against capital and the market. NFTs function on the blockchain, as a sort of contractual
system. In this regard, NFTs might be considered a currency of their own, in that they create value and
tools for possession or acquisition, which include creating some form of proof of ownership and scarcity
in an inherently reproducible medium. A reductive material example of this: an artist I am friendly with
sold tens of thousands of dollars worth of NFTs last year, all of which they promptly spent on other NFTs.
Something about the supposedly self-perpertuating nature of that market, not to mention its
environmental costs makes me a little suspicious. I am not alone.
17
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I’m aware of being inside/outside.18
I’m wary of becoming a “critical academic”.19
An almost unsafe proximity to Institution(s) (of “Academy”, of “Art”) is what I know.
What I collect. What I hoard. What I attempt to _______________.20

I’m aware of the history of Minimalism and Conceptualism that have informed my practice, that I have
been taught, where the making of the object and its distribution are part of the work. But writing this from
within a school of higher-education is far different from the inside/outside I might seek to occupy. Where,
“There is representation that is totally the opposite of the same. A representation that is not duality. A
representation that does not double over on itself as there is a reversal of the sign—concealment that
drastically moves from visible to invisible, from exterior to interior…” Eliane Sturtevant, April 23, 1996,
in The Razzle Dazzle of Thinking. Sturtevant is a conceptual sculptor infamous for her exact replicas of
famous artworks—mostly by white male artists, though the scope of her practice far exceeded these
works. Her work demonstrates a threatening playfulness, which I attempt to emulate in my own practice
and positioning—no doubt, one of privilege.
18

The “critical academic” as Stefano Harney and Fred Moten define it, where, “Meanwhile, that critical
academic in the university, in the circle of the American state, questions the university. He claims to be
critical of the negligence of the university. But is he not the most accomplished professional in his studied
negligence?…to put it plainly, does the critical academic not teach how to deny precisely what one
produces with others, and is this not the lesson the professions return to the university to learn again and
again? Is the critical academic then not dedicated to what Michael E. Brown phrased the impoverishment,
the immiseration, of society’s cooperative prospects? This is the professional course of action. This
enlightenment-type charade is utterly negligent in its critique, a negligence that disavows the possibility
of a thought of outside, a non-place called the Undercommons—the non place that must be thought
outside to be sensed inside, from whom the enlightenment-type charade has stolen everything for its
game.” The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black Study. Minor Compositions, 2013. p. 46.
19

You know, like when Christopher D’Arcangelo “got away” with handcuffing himself to the Whitney
Museum in 1975, shirtless, with “WHEN I STATE THAT I AM AN ANARCHIST, I MUST ALSO
STATE THAT I AM NOT AN ANARCHIST IN ORDER TO BE IN KEEPING WITH THE (_ _ _ _)
IDEA OF ANARCHISM. LONG LIVE ANARCHISM.” stenciled on his back. While I have my doubts
about anarchism, considering its preoccupation with individualism as well as the stagnation in the
foundational concepts argued, a dogmatism (let’s say of the -isms, I prefer (postmodern/intersectional)
feminism), but I can ask questions to and sit with the pleasure in discomfort with the antinomincal
anarchism D’Arcangelo quoted from Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, “Property is theft; Art is Property; Art is
Theft”. Anarchism Without Adjectives: On the Work on Christopher D'Arcangelo (1975 – 1979).
20
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What does it mean for a white MFA student like myself to attempt to sell her debt, in a sort of
ribbon-cutting ceremony for an open edition of a contract(ual performance)?21 Whose debt is
palatable to purchase? Whose debt is desired? Whose debt can be sexy?
So I start with an accident, a head trauma.

ENCOUNTER 2

That Straight Forward Impossibility
The first thing I do when I get to the studio is pee.

21

See figures 1-4.
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Then:
Questions around storage, art storage, gravesites, finite terrestrial space, or the illusion of infinite
space, persist. I used to perform until I realized I was performing. I used to “make” objects but
you can really just find them everywhere. Objects are constantly disappearing and reappearing—
objects, both materially speaking—think rocks (erosion, and sediment) or food (digestion and
decay)—and philosophically, as ideas are recycled, regurgitated and reinvented. Perhaps this
depends on psychosocial trends i.e. a collective trauma such as a war, or COVID.
Over the course of oral and written history, debts have been dismissed in jubilees22 by those in
power.
As:
Satellites continue to collect as garbage, forming an ever-widening halo around the earth. As
with any Trans Relational Affective Stuff Hoard—stuff has to go somewhere.23 As I write this,
there are five pieces of luggage, sixty two Virco™ Chairs in various sizes as well as eight found
vitrines in my studio, all bespoke T.R.A.S.H..
And I say T.R.A.S.H. because this concept is lying face up in a place beyond Marcel Duchamp’s
readymade, beyond “found objects.” Not just displacing something into an “Art context” to
render it art, but displacing and replacing those same objects. Eventually invaginating (art)
historical context to render something constantly moving, something beyond an aesthetic—not
an anti aesthetic but more of an undoing, as both noun and verb.24
When:

22

Graeber, David. Debt: The First 5,000 Years.

See Michael Asher and Marcel Broothaers on the architectures of institutions (walls, storage, etc.). Both
were preoccupied, as are most Institutional Critique artists, with making visible the invisible machinations
of institutional power. Zooming out, with works locked in storage, stories (art history), receipts
(provenance), and (wall)studs, both artists might be said to have used the art institution as a readymade,
displacing it back into “reality”.
23

24

See Figures 9 and 10.
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Vitrine Provenance—one from MoMA, four from the FIT Museum, one from the Museum of the
City of New York, one from the Swiss Institute, and one of unknown origin (but found outside of
the Whitney Museum). On principle: a strict ecology of materials. Stored until they become trash
until they become something else entirely. The practice of hoarding institutional detritus (in the
footnotes). Where does it all go?
But:
Hoarding, as defined as a pathology in the Diagnostic & Statistical Manuel of Mental Disorders
(DSM), is often caused by grief and is a familiar of storage spaces—where items are left to exist.
It’s interesting that hoarding is not as pathologized when it comes to hoarding something abstract
—i.e. money, investing. Potentially, this is one of the few areas of western society (whatever that
means) where accumulation is the primary and sole goal. Accumulation is the end in and of itself
—not a pathology, here. Similarly, art-hoarding escapes such pathologizing, even if the pieces in
storage never meet viewer’s eyes’.25 Art-hoarding is sexy.26 Money hoarding is sexy. Obviously,
money, art, and information are stored in an increasingly virtual manner (with the cloud, NFTs,
etc.) and arguably take up less physical space—yet warehouses of servers storing information
remain. The cloud has a physical manifestation, a manifestation that needs to be air conditioned
and climate controlled.
If we zoom out, square footage might be worth physically quantifying. Take Extra Space
Storage: the national storage leader boasts 1.6 million square feet of climate controlled storage

Douglas Coupland writes from the POV of a minimalist curator, speaking of their bare apartment, “But
you don’t understand, I have no choice in this matter. You merely see an empty apartment, but for me this
apartment is full of nothingness. That’s correct: I hoard space.” “Stuffed: How Hoarding and Collecting is
the Stuff of Life and Death.” e-Flux, no. 67, 2015, https://www.e-flux.com/journal/67/60689/stuffed-howhoarding-and-collecting-is-the-stuff-of-life-and-death/.
25

Quite literally. Not only does art hold cultural capital and therefore might be considered sexy, but also
sexiness (in forms of erotic art, of power play, of pure pleasure, etc) persists in literal artworks. Granted,
many cultural debates and court cases have (unsuccessfully) attempted to disentangle “Pornography”
from art, it is impossible to even attempt to untangle sex. A very literal manifestation of this sentiment
might be Andrea Fraser’s 2003 “Untitled” work, which consists of a commission by a private collector.
The commission required a recorded sexual encounter between Fraser and the collector to be produced as
an edition of five DVDs, the first of which went to the collector. A sex tape, successful as it was upsetting,
to both insiders and outsiders.
26
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space—“Fueled by the sun.” A major selling point for Extra Space is being green, both literally
in their brands colors and figuratively selling themselves as green, by functioning exclusively off
of solar power.
Scale shift to Crozier Fine Arts, a global leader in art storage. Crozier is a a subsidiary of Iron
Mountain Incorporated which is the global leader in “data storage and information management
services”27.
Compared to Extra Space, Crozier has 1.3 million square feet of carefully-climate-controlled
storage space across North America and Europe. The non-physical form of the infrastructure of
Iron Mountain Incorporated also helps Crozier manage “nontraditional” collections, leading one
to think virtually, wondering if the servers needed for any “nontraditional” collections (i.e. data)
are included in the square footage Crozier boasts on their website.
Debt is bought in a manner similar to storage unit auctions.28 Think: Storage Wars29—someone
blindly bids on a unit (whole)sale, taking any and all items therein. Often, units sold in bulk get a
discount. Similar to how lost mail or lost/found suitcases are auctioned off in Asset Recovery
Auctions and secret warehouses across the United Sates, part of purchasing is the excitement of
not knowing. A literal gamble.
When a collections company buys your debt, it is essentially paid, unless they can prove it was
yours (provenance). Additionally, because creditors buy in bulk, contracts can be especially hard
to find. “Lack of standing,” is what it’s legally called when a collections company can’t find the

NYSE:IRM is the stock symbol for Iron Mountain Inc., which Crozier includes front and center on
their “About” page. A sort of cross promotional message, not only does Crozier list the specific name of
Iron Mountain stock, but also Crozier boasts that their relationship with Iron Mountain Incorporated
enables access to the infrastructure needed for data storage on huge scales, which in turn aids in the
management of “non traditional” collections, i.e. collections potentially containing NFTs. What other data
might be there?
27

See the collective Human Trash Dump’s “Debt Archive” at the Interference Archive for stories on
storage about this. https://interferencearchive.org/exhibition/debt-archive/
28

Storage Wars (or Storage War$) is a reality TV show on A&E that follows a cast who purchase
repossessed storage units, with hopes of finding untold treasures inside.
29
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original contract for your debt. And they usually can’t. Because its in the junk drawer with the
other debts they’ve bought, while speculating.
And partially because of my own relationship to missing contracts and debt, my thoughts return
to physical gravesites. Similar to how hoarding is often tied to trauma or a great loss. Those little
round silver “Perpetual Care” placards on the gravestones, signaling a care that resists time but
requires timely payments. These gravestones shielded by these two-inch diameter Perpetual Care
placards are untouched by erosion, unlike the stones around them without the silver placards.
The few graveyards I have researched usually do not disclose the cost of the recurring donation
amount required for Perpetual Care until an application has already been submitted. Likely called
a “donation” instead of a “cost/payment” for tax purposes. But how much does Perpetual Care
cost? Sometimes, there’s a preoccupation with real estate, the data dump of dirt.30 The death
industry can be an industry of care,31 but it is also comes at a great cost.32 And I return to another
form of transcendent accumulation in finite terrestrial space—subterranean burials, coffin
stacking, mausoleums and crypts.

Such as Death Doulas, those who help the individual die and the family grieve, together. Perhaps
“industry” might even be the wrong word here.
31

Of the prices openly listed on Brooklyn’s Greenwood Cemetery, a creation Urn (dimensions variable)
costs $250 while a mausoleum site (756 sq. ft.) is $440,000. These do not include the necessary additional
costs related to each form of afterlife care.
32
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something about a long marriage (2020) in situ. Site specific installation, iPad, video, sound.

Still from something about a long marriage, 2020. Drone, performance, video. 9 minutes 27 seconds.
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ENCOUNTERS 3 - 6 (In No Particular Order)
0. This is a narrative of a COVID dinner party that never happened, in the Spring of 2021. This is
an image, a tableau of two individuals shaking hands as a third watched, ensuring a mutuallybeneficial brand washing. A contractual kiss and a consensual handshake. A public/private
embrace in the form of a personal $30,000 loan to a public college for a public show in a private
gallery. A sculpture with three legs falls down as someone else takes the bait.
0. Someone gets accepted to college—a conscious decision they pursued and applied for, not
necessarily one born of social pressure. They can’t afford it and can’t fathom accruing debt. They
are encouraged by friends and lovers to start a fund and collect donations—people from all over
the planet contribute, the fund circulates on an online platform build specifically to host such
projects-to-be-funded-through-mutual-aid. They go to a four year college. Who knows what
comes next.
0. The Rolling Jubilee Fund is a 501c4 entity launched by Occupy Wall Street Strike Debt. The
fund’s name has beyond biblical origins “…the Law of Jubilee: a law that stipulated that all debts
would be automatically canceled ‘in the Sabbath year’ (that is, after seven years had passed), and
that all who languished in bondage owing to such debts would be released.”33 Thanks to biology,
we now know that every seven years, all of the cells in your body regenerate. You’re “new”
every seven years. Even though DNA still holds onto trauma—just one more epigenetic paradox.
In most cases, student loans you refuse to pay fall off your credit report about seven years after
you first become a defaulter.34 But that doesn’t mean the government can’t still garnish your
social security checks, even as you generate new cells and better credit.
0. What about restorative justice? What about reparations—the making of amends, and debts that
truly ought to be paid, with capital or otherwise? A subject both within and beyond this paper.
Much has been written about reparations, especially in the context of the United States and

33

Graeber, 82.

According to experian.com, which is one of the more popular websites where consumers can check
their credit.
34
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Slavery.35 But in that same context, a solution seems simple: Reparations. With capital or
otherwise.
“RED HOT SHAME”36
Forgiveness (potentially a tainted word) has kinetic energy, and as such might exert the most
power when we give it to ourselves, considering energy cannot be created or destroyed. When I
seek forgiveness, it is not forgiveness of debt.37 Only ever seeking cancelation of debt—as debt
is weaponized through shame, flavored with “personal responsibility,” and a moral confusion
thousands of years old.38 The U.S. and much of the Western World functions under capitalistic
linear time; that is, time that forms individuals as social subjects by, through, against, and around

Ta-Nehisi Coates wrote one of the more visible essays on this in The Atlantic June 2014 issue, called
“The Case For Reparations: Two Hundred and fifty years of slavery. Ninety years of Jim Crow. Sixty
years of separate but equal. Thirty-five years of racist housing policy. Until we reckon with our
compounding moral debts, America will never be whole.” https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/
2014/06/the-case-for-reparations/361631/
35

“……’shame’ and ‘guilt’ are often used interchangeably today…however much shame is confounded
with guilt, there are subtle differences. Guilt results from a violation of rules from individual obligations
of responsibility, whereas shame is more inherently social: however much we are personally and selfconsciously ashamed, such feelings are generally triggered by our relationship with others. Shame’s
affective potential, its usefulness, turns on these social interactions.” Doss, Ericka. Memorial Mania:
Public Feeling in America. University of Chicago Press, 2010, pp. 262-263.
36

37

Many people and situations have helped me arrive at this opinion, which is hopefully clear by now.

In Debt: The First 5,000 Years David Graeber outlines this moral ambiguity, additionally citing
etymological origins for it. For example, “the German word schuld means both ‘debt’ and ‘guilt’” p 77.
However, in his discussion/dismantling of Primordial-Debt theory, a theory in which humans are indebted
to the cosmos/universe/nature “…commercial transactions imply both equality and separation. These
examples [in the Brahamans] are all about overcoming separation…One could in fact interpret this list as
subtle way of saying that the only way of ‘freeing oneself’ from the debt was not literally repaying debts,
but rather showing that these debts do not exist because one is in fact not operate to begin with, and hence
that the very notion of canceling the debt and achieving a separate, autonomous existence was ridiculous
from the start…Our guilt is not due to the fact that we cannot repay our debt to the universe. Our guilt is
our presumption in thinking of ourselves as being in any sense equivalent to Everything Else that Exists
or Has Ever Existed, so as to be able to conceive of such a debt in the first place.” p 68. Which brings me
to the question: how to get over yourself (with love)? It is not necessarily the same thing as forgiving
oneself, and bell hooks’ All About Love might provide an answer. Another question: Why does it feel
taboo to talk about love in a footnote?
38
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capital.39 This contributes to one of the many reasons money/power can change the empathy
thresholds in one’s brain. And as this time proceeds, debt evolves divergent to credit,
accumulates by design, feeding on itself in the form of public and private interest rates. Take, for
instance, the most recent five year increase in national student loan debt: in June of 2016, the
U.S. had accrued 1.3 trillion dollars in higher education loans.40 As I type this in 2022, the U.S.
national student loan debt has risen to 1.76 trillion dollars.41 The average loan debt per person
varies greatly, as do the rates of public versus private loans. As merely one point functioning
within a nexus of power, debt behaves differently across socioeconomic and racial lines. The
ACLU recently commented on the acute entanglement of racial justice with issues of educational
debt—noting that as of 2016, four years after graduation black borrowers owed $52,700
compared to white borrowers—who owed just $28,000.42 As debt continues to feed on itself in
linear time, the ever-growing-hole-of-credit it encircles seems to beg some sort of collapse.43
This ouroboros of debt represents the paradox of the apparent binary, “credit versus debt”. With
over 1.7 trillion dollars in National Student Debt, organizing around the cause has reached a new
fever pitch, rising with the din.” Student Debt has a particular smell when discussing CUNY
student debt, considering the institution was a model for free education until 1976.
Coincidentally, individuals stopped being able to file bankruptcy due to student loan debt in 1974
(granted, the cost of college in 1974 to the cost of college now is almost incomparable). Ever
since 1976, the percentage of tuition paid for by students increases, and the percentage paid for
“Student loans are also a powerful mechanism of social control because they track people into the debt
regime at a young age—essentially, at the very moment they become adults. Significant class-based
asymmetries exist between borrowers from financially ‘literate’ house households and borrowers from
financially ‘illiterate’ households.” Jackie Wang, Carceral Capitalism (California: Semiotext(e), 2018), p.
130.
39

Gregory Sholette, “ART, DEBT, OVERSUPPLY, PANIC!:On The Contradictions of a 21st Century Art
Education,” Delirium and Resistance: Activist Art and the Crisis of Capitalism, ed. Lucy Lippard
(London: Pluto Press, 2017), p. 1.
40

41

“U.S. National Debt Clock” https://www.usdebtclock.org/#

ACLU, @aclu_nationwide, November 26, 2021, an infographic comparing the undergraduate debt of
black and white student borrowers, citing information from The White House Initiate on Educational
Excellence for African Americans [photo], https://www.instagram.com/p/CWv0CGTKMV-/?
utm_medium=share_sheet
42

43

See figures 1-6.
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by state decreases—developing in a manner that increasingly treats students as customers, as in
most other education systems in the United States.
To reiterate, debt functions as a mechanism of power. Part of that function is the isolation of the
subject socialized by capital. Here, shame appears. The moralism embedded in conversations
around debt, as well as the language used (i.e. to seek “forgiveness”) are some ways in which
debt functions to shame and therefore isolate individuals in their experience.44 When in reality,
this isolation is an illusion. Take, for example, Debt Collective’s slogan, “You are not a loan!”
This phrase has a multivalent function. At once you no longer feel “alone” and you laugh
irreverently in the face of what might have felt so terrifying and all consuming, agency restored.
With this ethos, Debt Collective is one of many groups independently organizing student debt
strikes45—however, this does not include individuals who are merely in default, making $0
income-based repayments, people who might not know about the organizing initiative(s), or
others who navigate their relationship to debt differently.46
The aforementioned illusory isolation functions to keep the machinations of debt invisible. Once
a collection agency buys a debt, often for pennies on the dollar, they employ legally and ethically
questionable tactics to collect the original debt in full.47 Even as the act of purchasing by the
creditors or collections agency has, in fact, quite literally paid the original debt. And here is
Not to mention those opposed to debt cancelation programs and incentives because they have already
paid their debts, choose to deal with their debt differently, or do not accrue debt at all.
44

According to their website, currently 1,730 people are invested in striking against student debt, with
1,478 people already on active strike (or paying $0): https://strike.debtcollective.org
45

Such as the “Invisible Army of Defaulters”, congealed during the Occupy Movement. In 2012, they
issued their first communique, “We are the Invisible Army of Defaulters. We are millions. We are
everywhere. We are your neighbors. We are your family. Your friends. We are the 99%. We are going to
bring this system to its knees. We can, because we wield the one power that all the armies of the world
can never defeat: the power of refusal. This power has destroyed the mightiest empires the world has ever
seen. All crumble and dissolve the moment enough people simply withdraw their consent. Not loudly, but
quietly, covertly.” (Occupy Strategy/Occupy Theory 2013).
46

Of this legal grey area, Jackie Wang writes: “Almost daily, new scandals emerge across all domains of
borrowing. This points to an accumulation crisis that companies and lending institutions are trying to
stave off through fraud, manipulation of interest rates, the automatic charging of fees, debt collection
harassment, and naked expropriation.” Carceral Capitalism. California: Semiotext(e), 2018. p. 131.
47
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where collectors both of Debt and Art are umbilically connected: unless the Debt Object
(referred to as D.O. moving forward) has been purchased in some sort of an act of love from the
Debtor, collectors of D.O.s are speculating in a secondary market. Gambling at making a profit
off of the Debtor, a profit on the collector’s original investment or purchase of the D.O. In which
case, they might be said to be hoarding investments or capital.
Art collectors, dissimilar to collections agencies, are often argued to make purchases purely out
of love (I personally am unsure how cynical about this I am). However, as mentioned previously,
art hoarding is very real phenomenon. Similar to collections agencies, art collectors that are
primarily concerned with engaging in the secondary market most likely purchase the artwork
speculatively, with a gamble that it will increase in value before they re-enter it into a secondary
market. Additionally, both Debt Objects and Art have (relatively) public marketplaces.
This accumulation crisis can only exist under the organization of capitalist linear time previously
discussed. Considering The Art Market in Late Capitalism also functions in a legal grey area, an
unregulated market (similar to crypto currency and NFTs), can I exploit this proximity? Fall into
the grey area, restoratively, offering debt up, quivering on a platter to someone with an acquired
taste.
A Chair With Three Legs is A Three-Legged Chair48
Student debt, initially, is often a debt knowingly entered into, though often at such a young age
the spectrum of financial literacy comes into question. Meanwhile, there are many other debts
people enter into either unknowingly or unwillingly49 (student debt can definitely fall into the
later category). It’s the way that debt moves and accumulates that remains a known unknown.50

48

See figures 5 and 6.

Such as: for profit colleges or bail bonds, which statistically are shown to effect people of color on a
larger scale.
49

“Bury me in debt/There’s nothing to collect…They put numbers in my name and I can’t even f____ing
pay…” Kelly, Tommi and Danny Orlowski, “Indentured Pervert”, Evidence, Sweat Equity NYC, 2017, 1.
50
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Debt collection agencies, like many legally sanctioned illegal things (read: loophole), operate in
a legal grey area—as such, opacity and intimidation are two main tactics. According to City Bar
Justice Center in New York, debt collection agencies buy debt in bulk. Entities selling these debts
often do not have the time or resources to pursue litigation with the debtor, so selling $10,000 of
debt for $2,000 “makes sense” for most companies. Especially considering collectors buy debt in
bulk, like shopping at CostCo51, 100 of those $10,000 debts becomes $200,000—and a lot of
time saved—and time is money. But this act of buying can cause a breach of contract, when the
collections agency a.k.a. a third party enters into a contract that was initially between two other
parties.
Because creditors buy in bulk, often times they can’t find the bill of sale for the original debt, in
which case the collector has “lack of standing.” The debt is paid by the collector’s purchase.52
Even so, this debt can continue to accrue compound interest across multiple “collectors” or
periods of time.
Breach of contract, the original thing the two parties signed, happens 120 days after the date you
stop paying, not from the date of the original contract. Oftentimes, collections agencies will
“negotiate” with debtors, so that the 120 days resets. So, one argument that debtors often can and
should make when there’s a third party (a debt buyer) there is a “lack of standing”, at which
point the debt buyer must produce the bill of sale for the debt to show they have the right to
collect from the debtor.

51

But CostCo. is actually one of the largest cooperatives in the U.S..

There are also multiple virtual and physical “debt marketplaces”—where debt sellers and buyers can
come together (though not as individuals, but as corporations). For example, debtconnection.com not only
educates creditors on how to buy and sell debt, but also lists multiple buyers and sellers on their match
making website. In a sense, “RED HOT SHAME” might be considered an NFT (though I will never
produce it as such) in so far as it bypasses this marketplace or "collections agencies” (i.e. galleries),
operating on the perhaps misguided sense of financial autonomy—the majority of debt marketplaces
focus on collection and recovery, and exclusively educating creditors. As far as I know, there is no
marketplace that match-makes individual debtors to “customers”, not creditors. What could that
centralized marketplace look like?
52
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In Debt: The First 5,000 Years, David Graeber illuminates that more likely than the myth of the
barter or the myth of primordial debt, it’s likely the first exchange based monetary systems
started with credit. This puts the dollar (or coin, or sheckl, etc.) in the paradoxical position of
being at once a symbol, a commodity, and an I.O.U. Without credit, you can’t have debt. Without
debt, you can’t have credit. In this paradigm—one that is rather inconvenient to economists, who
insist the economy is a separate entity, not tied to any moral, political, or other terrestrial
concerns— what does it mean to be “a bad debtor”?
The nexus of debt has the potential to exceed capitalistic linear time, and so the possibility of a
human subject socialized beyond such time persists. “Bad debt” pushes against this time,
challenges its unidirectionality. In the only non-footnoted direct quotations in this paper, Fred
Moten and Stefano Harney begin a discussion of “bad debt” in The Undercommons as follows.
Specifically here, Moten and Harney theorize the potential to exceed such capitalistic linear
time:
It is not even credit we seek nor even debt but bad debt which is to say real debt, the debt
that cannot be repaid, the debt at a distance, the debt without creditor, the black debt, the
queer debt, the criminal debt. Excessive debt, incalculable debt, debt for no reason, debt
broken from credit, debt as its own principle.53
They continue,
This knowledge has been degraded, and the research rejected. No one will publish them.
Policy has concluded they are conspiratorial, heretical, criminal, amateur. Policy says
they can’t handle debt and will never get credit. But if you listen to them they will tell
you: we will not handle credit, and we cannot handle debt. Debt flows through us, and
there’s no time to tell you everything, so much bad debt, so much to forget and remember
again.54

Stefano Harney & Fred Moten, “Debt and Study”, in The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning & Black
Study (Minor Compositions: New York, 2013), p. 61.
53

54

Ibid., 68.
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Which brings me to the question(s) that catalyzed this project: what would it mean to leverage a/
my particular debt, in my particular position as a white MFA Graduate student as an impetus to
discuss (student) debt? To create a mechanism to amplify? As a person who might have
experienced both “inside and outside,” public and private higher education. Raising questions of
whose debt is palatable to purchase? In an attempt to leverage debt collection against itself, to
preempt it. The whole of my attendance at Hunter is an exercise in this.
Although Hunter is technically a public institution, students are encouraged to take out the
maximum amount in loans. For example: one semester of in-state tuition at the MFA program
costs $5,500. Subtracting all other aid (or if you have no other aid) the financial aid portal
usually suggests borrowing $10,500 per semester—almost double the cost of tuition itself. The
isolation discussed above also persists here, as do the discrepancies in financially literacy. This
information notwithstanding, Hunter remains an outlier in the mess that is higher education in
the U.S. in that it is still relatively affordable. In truth, debt can be weaponized privately or
publicly, depending on the debtors relationship to power/proximity to wealth. Debt moves so
seamlessly between the inside and outside, the private and public, because it belongs to both
worlds, all worlds, potentially creating a "fugitive public”. As Stefano Harney and Fred Moten
assert in The Undercommons,
Debt is mutual. Credit runs only one way. But debt runs in every direction, scatters,
escapes, seeks refuge. The debtor seeks refuge among other debtors, acquires debt from
them, offers debt to them…This refuge, this place of bad debt, is what we call fugitive
public. Running through the public and the private, the state and the economy, the
fugitive public cannot be known by its bad debt but only by its bad debtors. To creditors
it is just a place where something is wrong, though that something wrong—the invaluable
thing, the thing that has no value—is desired. [Emphasis added]55
And so the distance between inside and outside, private and federal, private and public, gets a
little more troubled. Through this very porousness, a porousness more often than not convenient
to the powers-that-be is the fugitive public, and a possible a way out.

55

Ibid., 62.
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THE SOUND OF TWO BLACK (W)HOLES COLLIDING (OR: (FOR) DELINQUENCY)
What happens when we collapse the abstract/material concept of money into an object, which
happens via an act of monetization, of sale and purchase. In performing this type of
transubstantiation, we might begin to consider debt as an art object. Perhaps debt can even be
considered a hyperobject, as defined by Timothy Morton.56 In this case, the art object or
hyperobject is called “RED HOT SHAME”. Maybe this art object is also a proposition, a
proposition and not a proposal.

A proposal can be indecent, but a proposition is almost

exclusively indecent, indecent and finite. Yet, a proposition might never be fully known—this
might be the underlying eroticism of a proposition. A proposal can imply ownership, you propose
to someone to marry them. You don’t proposition them (well, you might initially…). And how
often does sex have to do with power? A proposition can be used to talk about changes in the law
brought to the public for a vote (as a noun) but is almost always sexy (as a verb).
Using the specific language and tools of art, “RED HOT SHAME” propositions withholding
certain information (the amount of public school debt the artist has accumulated) in order to
implement the specific erotic potential in the commercial sale of a work (of art). It is interesting
that the accumulation of wealth comes with its own set of kinks: i.e. financial submission. The
mythical client (as in sex work)—this is who I am propositioning—at risk of upsetting those both
inside and outside.
Zer0
A lot has been written about zero. How it spontaneously generated in a couple places, spread
around to others, and was “invented”.57 Zeros inevitably make me think about holes, black holes,
outer space and all the different types of math58 it takes to get humans there.

Morton, Timothy. Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology After the End of the World. University
Minnesota Press, 2021.
56

Kaplan, Robert. “What is the Origin of Zero? How Did We Indicate Nothingness Before Zero?”
Scientific American, 16. Jan. 2007, https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-the-origin-of-zer/
57

58

Such as financial funding, astronomy, physics…
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Although mathematical zero and the concept of nothing or nothingness might be different, what
about when nothing is something? When absence is like zero, desire, or…virginty. Sex and love
are by no means the same thing, though many of the same chemicals are involved. Zero=love,
when you’re talking in terms of tennis scoring. According to Meriem Webster, this is because
when a player continued to play with zero points, they were playing “for the love of the game”.
FOR THE LOVE OF THE GAME
0. is it night or day where you are? please circle:

DAY

NIGHT

1. can you describe your relationship to debt in romantic terms? (please fill in the blanks as you
see fit):
________ _____________ ______________ ___________________ nothing ___________
________________

______________

________________________

__________________________________

______________something_____________

__________

2. do you read the fine print? if so, with what eyes?

3. do you know when you’ve entered a verbal contract? if so, with what tongue?

4. can you describe the difference between two pieces of stuff? draw below:
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please read again
sgp

please play again
T.R.A.S.H.

thank you
28
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Thesis Exhibition Images

Fig. 1, Rendering of CREDIT:RED HOT SHAME (2019-2022). Found acrylic, found gel,
speculation, the concept of (student) debt, text, contractual performance (open edition).
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Fig. 2, RED HOT SHAME (2019-). Found acrylic, found gel, speculation, the concept of
(student) debt, text, contractual performance (open edition), found acrylic, dirt, public
programming. Dimensions variable.
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Fig. 3, RED HOT SHAME. Detail view.
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Fig. 4, RED HOT SHAME.
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Fig. 6, Loveseat
(2022). Found Virco
chairs, found foam,
found rebar, found
c o n c r e t e .
Dimensions variable.
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Fig. 5, Surveys against the failure of imagination (2019-), 2/100. Participatory survey.
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Fig. 7, untitled (205 Hudson (or: We Work in Three-Legged Chairs (or: (For) Delinquency))),
(2019-2022), Site specific performance, video, costume, found vitrine, borrowed iPad, the artist’s
mother’s 2002 Miu Miu bag, found acrylic, dirt. Dimensions variable.
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Fig. 8, untitled (205 Hudson (or: We Work in Three-Legged Chairs (or: (For) Delinquency))),
(2019-2022), Detail.
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Fig. 9, Fig. 8, untitled (205 Hudson (or: We Work in Three-Legged Chairs (or: (For)
Delinquency))), (2019-2022), Detail.
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Fig. 10, Untitled Painting (Landscape), found vitrine, packing tape, 6’x 4’x 6”
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Fig. 11, Untitled Painting (Portrait), found vitrine, found hardware, labor. Dimensions variable.
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Fig. 12, Untitled Painting (Portrait), detail.
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Fig. 13, That Straight Forward Impossibility
(i), 2020-2022. Found Virco chair, found
metal, alabaster, found hardware. Dimensions
variable.
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Fig. 14, That Straight Forward Impossibility (ii), 2020-2022. Found Virco chair, neodymium
magnets, epoxy. Dimensions variable.
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Fig. 15, triangulating,
(2019-2022). Found table,
found hardware, wetware,
found plastic bag, h2o,
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Fig. 16, Fire Exit, installation view.
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